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ABSTRACT

Data-driven systems can be unfair, in many different ways. All too often, as data scientists, we focus narrowly on one technical aspect of fairness. In this paper, we attempt to address equity broadly, and identify the many different ways in which it is manifest in data-driven systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

There is concern about fairness today, whenever data-driven systems are used. It is no longer believed that data are impartial and neutral. Nevertheless, the scope of fairness considered is often narrow. Computer scientists are trained to develop algorithms that can solve cleanly stated formal problems. If fairness could be reduced to a mathematical constraint, it would have been addressed by now. The difficulty, of course, is that fairness is more complicated than that. Technical solutions can help, but are not enough in themselves to address the real problems. Our goal is to get past these limitations and address data equity broadly defined.

To reach our goal, we begin with a discussion of data equity in Section 2. Based on this understanding, in Section 3, we examine multiple facets of data equity that must all be addressed.

2 WHAT IS DATA EQUITY

Equity as a social concept promotes fairness by treating people differently depending on their endowments and needs (focused on equality of outcome), whereas equality aims to achieve fairness through equal treatment regardless of need (focused on equality of opportunity) [15, 16, 31, 35, 36]. Equity is not a legal framework per se, yet underpins civil rights laws in the U.S. that restrict preferences based on protected classes, for example in housing or employment [50–52]. It has recently also been operationalized in computer science scholarship, primarily through fairness in machine learning research [5]. However, equity is a much richer concept than a simple mathematical criterion that can be captured in a fairness constraint.

Even in the best of circumstances, underlying structural inequities in access to health care, employment, and housing exhibit themselves in the data record and are propagated through decision systems, automated or otherwise, to become reinforced by policy. A key thing that’s missing is a treatment of how decision systems, regardless of consideration of equity, reinforce existing structures. Therefore, any effort to define and improve ‘Data equity’ may consist largely of ‘happy talk’ [6], which involves a willingness to acknowledge and even revel in cultural difference without seriously challenging ongoing structural inequality.

We consider data equity in the context of automated decision systems, while recognizing a broader literature around the role of administrative systems in creating and reinforcing discrimination. Spade argues that administrative systems facilitate state violence encoded in laws, policies, and schemes that arrange and define people by categories of indigeneity, race, gender, ability, and national origin [44]. Hoffman considered how these effects are amplified through data technologies and their purveyors [21]. Decision systems, regardless of consideration of equity, mechanize existing structures, such that any effort to define and address data equity issues are at risk of becoming mere technological "happy talk." To combat these outcomes, we emphasize the need to think about equity broadly, and to own the outcomes realized. Ideally, we have a primacy of equity in the design: the goal is not just to automate and correct for equity, but to design systems that exist to further equity. For example, a machine learning system to help submit insurance claims to maximize payment is designed to counteract the discrimination effected by corporate models to minimize payments. However, we know that no one data-driven system can have equity as its purpose. So we also must develop a framework to recognize and remedy the many different ways in which a data-driven system may introduce inequities.

Data and administrative systems construct the very identities and categories presented to us as "natural," both inventing and producing meaning for the categories they administer [45](pp. 31–32). Administrative systems facilitate state violence encoded in laws, policies, and schemes that arrange and define people by categories of indigeneity, race, gender, ability, and national origin, which Spade calls "administrative violence" [45](pp. 20–21).

Similarly, transportation apps like GhettoTracker and SafeRoute are designed to help users navigate around “dangerous” or unsafe areas. In practice, they often target neighborhoods populated by people of color by encoding racist articulations of what constitutes danger [19]. That social inequality is reinforced and amplified by data-intensive systems is not new. We know from other domains that advances in data science and AI can be undermined by similar problems: automated decisions based on biased data can operationalize, entrench, and legitimize new forms of discrimination. For example, a defendant’s immediate social network may reveal many convictions, but that information must be interpreted through the lens of socioeconomic conditions and prior structural discrimination in the criminal justice system before concluding that an individual is at a higher risk of recidivism or bail violation. Similarly, standardized test scores are sufficiently impacted by preparation courses that the score itself says more about socioeconomic conditions than an individual’s academic potential.

In summary, the manner in which data systems are built and used can compound and exacerbate inequities we have in society. It can also introduce inequities where there previously were none. Avoiding these harms results in data equity, and is accomplished through constructing socio-technical systems that we call data equity systems.
3 FACETS OF DATA EQUITY

We have examined dozens of examples of inequities in data systems, such as those cited in the preceding section. Based on our empirical study, we have identified four distinct facets of data equity [24], which we present here as a rough taxonomy of the issues to be considered in the construction of data equity systems.

3.1 Representation equity

There often are material deviations between the data record and the world the data is meant to represent, often with respect to historically disadvantaged groups [10]. Perhaps the best-known case in this regard has to do with crime records used for predictive policing. Many offenses are recorded only when there is police presence. While citizens may call the police in for some types of crimes, both major (such as a murder) and minor (such as a noisy party), it would be unusual for the police to be called in because of a report of jaywalking or minor drug possession. Rather, these offenses are only entered into the record when police happen to observe them, and choose not to ignore them. Therefore, crimes are more likely to be observed in areas with greater police presence, and among these observed, crimes are more likely to be recorded where the police officer chooses not to give the offender a pass, a choice that has historically been racially biased. In other words, the data record reflects, and can enshrine, historical injustices. The use of this record for future police deployments can lead to a vicious cycle of victimizing communities that have suffered in the past.

Representation issues can arise even when there is no historical record involved. For example, confirmed COVID-19 cases require testing, and there can be racial disparities in both the availability of testing and in the desire of individuals to be tested, leading to systematic biases in collected data. These disparities are found in contemporary data, even if they are rooted in historical discrimination. For example, there may be fewer test sites located in minority neighborhoods, or poor people lacking insurance may worry about the cost of testing and this may reflect in racial statistics. Similarly, a long history of being unfairly treated by the medical profession may make African-Americans naturally wary of such interactions and hence induce reluctance in testing. Whatever be the reasons, the point is that contemporary data may under-represent racial minorities, particularly African-Americans, and hence potentially lead to under-estimating the prevalence of COVID-19 in these communities.

Representation inequities in the data can lead to systemic biases in the decisions based on the data. But it can also lead to greater errors for under-represented groups. Consider facial recognition as an example. It has been extensively documented, across numerous current systems, that these systems are considerably more accurate with white males than with women or people of color. Higher error rates for a community is also a harm, in this case caused by a lack of representation. These error rates may not only be higher, but they could additionally also be biased. For example, Amazon developed software to screen candidates for employment and trained this software on data from the employees it already had. Since its employees were mostly male, women were under-represented in the data record. Worse still, because of historical discrimination, the few women previously in the company had done poorly compared to their potential. A model trained on this data set began classifying most women as unsuitable for hiring, a problem that exacerbated historical difficulties. Amazon had to cancel this project even before it launched.

Representation issues typically, but not exclusively, occur in data about people. But there are many exceptions, which can still have inequitable impacts on people. The city of Boston released an app, called StreetBump, to report potholes in its streets. The app was downloaded and installed by many citizens with smartphones, and reported many potholes to the city. The difficulty was that smartphones were more frequently owned by the better off residents of the city, and these were also more likely to take the effort to install the app because of their history-driven belief in government. The consequence would have been a data record with inadequate representation of streets in poor neighborhoods: a problem that was proactively corrected by the city, through sending out its own pothole recording crews to use the app in poorer neighborhoods. Similarly, richer countries have many more weather stations measuring conditions in the atmosphere and in the ocean. The disparity of representation in the data record can lead to weather predictions being less accurate for poor countries.

Data representation issues, and the harms they cause, may first appear in the input, output, or at any intermediate data processing step, but the majority of research in AI bias and fair ML pertains only to learning. We must develop techniques to introspect and intervene at any stage of the data pipeline. It is not enough to hope that we will mitigate the propagation of data representation issues during a final learning step.

Our solution is to adopt database repair [38] as the guiding principle. We have developed techniques to detect under-representation efficiently for a high number of small-domain discrete-valued attributes, such as those that result from joining multiple tables in a relational schema [4, 25, 28]. Once representation gaps are detected, we consider cases where they can be filled by collecting more data. We have shown how to satisfy multiple gaps at the same time efficiently [4, 25]. We have linked causal models to the conditional independence relationships used in the database repair literature, suggesting a new algorithm for causal database repair such that any reasonable classifier trained on the repaired data set will satisfy interventional fairness and empirically perform well on other definitions [37]. We have developed [40], a design and evaluation framework for fairness-enhancing interventions in data-intensive pipelines that treats data equity as a first-class citizen and supports sound experimentation [39, 42].

3.2 Feature equity

All the features required for a particular analysis, or to represent members of some group adequately, may not be available in a dataset. Feature equity refers to the availability of variables needed to represent members of every group in the data, and to perform desired analyses, particularly those to study inequity. For example, if attributes such as race and income are not recorded along with other data, it becomes hard to discover systematic biases that may exist, let alone correct for them.

In the recent COVID-19 pandemic, significant racial disparities have been reported in the United States on both infection rates and mortality rates. Since race is not typically recorded as part of medical care in many jurisdictions, it has been challenging for policymakers and analysts to explore these racial differences as deeply as they would like, and to devise suitable remedies.
Similarly, eviction data does not typically include race and gender information, and this makes it hard to assess equity.

Intuitively, it is not unreasonable to think about representation equity as being concerned with rows in the data-table and feature equity as being concerned with the columns. However, feature equity includes the full scope of modeling choices made, of which attribute choice is is only one component, albeit a very important one. Another manifestation of feature equity has to do with choice for the domain of attribute values. If a gender attribute is defined to permit exactly two values, male and female, this is a modeling choice that explicitly does not accommodate other, more complex, gender expressions. Similarly, if age has been recorded in age ranges ( <20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60, and >60), it is not possible to distinguish between toddlers and teenagers, or between a 61 year old still able to work a full day and a 95 year old no longer able to do so. If these distinctions are not important for the desired analyses, the chosen age range values are reasonable. However, many analyses may care, and may find these value choices very restricting.

When a desired attribute is not recorded at all, or has been recorded in a limited way, we may seek to impute its value. Ideally, we will be able to do this by linkage across datasets. For example, it may be possible to determine race based on census data joined on geography and statistical patterns in first and last names [53].

Where values for missing attributes cannot be determined through direct linkage, they may sometimes still be estimated through the use of auxiliary data sets. Choices among competing sources may introduce other issues; income recorded to determine eligibility for housing services will have different biases than income estimated from buying history. Furthermore, integration among datasets involves schema mapping decisions that can change the result.

Finally, imputation of missing attribute values may involve an algorithm that depends on some model, which may itself be biased. For instance, zip code can be used to "determine" race. Obviously, this cannot work at the individual level, because not everyone in a zip code is of the same race. Furthermore, even in the aggregate, we cannot always assume that the proportion of entries in our data with a particular value for race is equal to the proportion who live in that zip code. For instance, there have been several COVID-19 outbreaks in prisons, where the racial composition of prisoners is likely quite different from that of the surrounding community.

Using a novel concept of EquiTensors, we have demonstrated that pre-integrated, fairness-adjusted features from arbitrary inputs can help avoid propagating discrimination from biased data, while still delivering prediction accuracy comparable to oracle networks trained with hand-selected data sets [34, 55].

### 3.3 Access equity

So far, we have looked at what is in a data set. Now we look at who has access to it. Typically, data sets are owned by big companies, which spend substantial resources to construct the data set, and want to obtain competitive advantages by keeping it proprietary. On the other hand, customers may not have access to this data, and hence be at a disadvantage in any interaction with the company, even with regard to their own information. Worse still, the company has knowledge of multiple customers, which it can exploit. In contrast, the customer has access to only their own actions with the company. The customer may interact with multiple companies, but the number of companies is usually not very large, and furthermore the customer may not have access to sophisticated tools to predict company actions. In other words, data-driven systems create, and exacerbate, asymmetries, with power going to the entity with more information.

Access equity refers to equitable access to data and models, across domains and levels of expertise, and across roles: data subjects, aggregators, and analysts.

Fundamental asymmetries in information access are difficult to address. Some amelioration is possible through regulation, or voluntary transparency. Privacy policies are a tiny step in this direction, though they are far from enough in themselves, and leave a great deal to be desired the way they are currently implemented in most cases. Right to access information about oneself, as provided through GDPR is Europe, is a more substantial step.

Access to data is a challenge not just for data owned by private companies. We sometimes see similar issues in other domains as well. Researchers may hoard their data for competitive advantage in their research: if they put in the effort to collect the data in the first place, they want to analyze the data and publish their findings before releasing the collected data. Government agencies may also act similarly, driven by parochial thinking, local politics, or other such reasons.

One major impediment to making data public is the need to respect the privacy of the data subjects. A classic example is medical records: there is great potential value in making these available for analysis: surely many new patterns will be found that improve health and save lives. Yet, most people are very sensitive about sharing medical information and it has proved all too easy to re-identify anonymized data, with enough effort and ingenuity and this is even before one considers regulatory constraints on such sharing. Similarly, as citizens, we all desire open government, and would like government agencies to make their data public. But, as subjects, we also may be sensitive about some of our information with the government, and not want it made public. This is a difficult balance, which has to be managed in each instance. Technical solutions can be helpful. For instance, differential privacy may permit privacy preserving release of some information aggregates.

Even when actual access to data is not restricted, the opacity of data systems, as perceived by different groups, can also be an access equity violation. Researchers’ reluctance to release data they have invested to collect contributes to the reproducibility crisis. Private companies’ tight control of their data impedes external equity audits. Inadequate data release can promote misinterpretation and therefore misinformation and misuse. Data access must be accompanied by sufficient metadata to permit correct interpretation and to determine fitness for use.

A typical data science pipeline will have a sequence of data manipulations, with multiple intermediate data sets created, shared, and manipulated. Often, these data sets will be from disparate sources, and much of the processing may be conducted at remote sites. When using a remote data source, it is important to understand not just what the various fields are, but also how certain values were computed and whether the dataset could be used for the desired purpose. Provenance descriptions can contain all this information, but is usually far too much detailed information for a user to be able to make use of. Additionally, proprietary concerns and privacy limits may limit what can be disclosed. The idea of a nutritional label has been proposed by us, and independently by others, as a way to capture succinctly a small amount of critical information required to determine fitness for use. The
challenge is that the information that must be captured depends on the intended use. We have developed RankingFacts [58], the first prototype of an automatically computed nutritional label that helps users interpret algorithmic rankers. The work on a user-facing nutritional label prototype motivated a deeper inquiry into fairness and diversity in set selection and ranking [48, 56, 57], and on designing fair and stable ranking schemes [1, 2]. We also continued this work to compute properties to characterize data sets [49], and to succinctly capture correlation between attributes [32].

Finally, most individuals affected by data-driven systems likely have many other things going on in their lives. So, they may have limited time and attention that they wish to devote to data details. This makes it important that results and data be presented fairly, in a manner that leads to good understanding. Otherwise, inequity in attention availability can lead to errors and misunderstanding. To address such questions, we have initiated a stream of work in cherry-picking [3].

3.4 Outcome equity
Controlling for inequity during processing does not guarantee improvements in quality of life and societal outcomes, either in aggregate or at the individual level, due to, for example, emergent bias [18]. It is, therefore, important to monitor and mitigate unintended consequences for any groups affected by a system after deployment, directly or indirectly.

Outcome equity refers to downstream unanticipated consequences outside the direct control of the system — evaluation of these consequences pertains directly to the socio-political notion of equity focusing on equality of outcome. For example, families rejected Boston’s optimized bus route system due to disruption of their schedules, despite the system’s improvement in both resource management and equity.

It take time, effort, and expense to build a model. In consequence, models developed in one context are often used in another. Such model transfer has to be done with care. We have used 3D CNNs to generalize predictions in the urban domain [54]. We have shown that fairness adjustments applied to integrated representations (via adversarial models that attempt to learn the protected attribute [30]) outperform methods that apply fairness adjustments on the individual data sets [55].

The equity of a data-intensive system can be difficult to maintain over time [27, 34], due to distribution shifts [7, 22, 29, 41] that can reduce performance, force periodic retraining, and generally undermine trust. Techniques similar to the transferability mechanisms for providing accountability and recourse.

To minimize outcome inequity, data-driven systems must be accountable. Accountability requires public disclosure. For example, a job seeker must be informed which qualifications or characteristics were used by the tool, and why these are considered job-relevant [46, 47].

But accountability is not enough in itself: the data subject also have recourse. We seek contestability by design [33], an active principle that goes beyond explanation and focuses on user engagement, fostering user understanding of models and outputs, and collaboration in systems design [17, 26, 43]. Our goal is to empower users to question algorithmic results, and thereby to correct output inequities where possible.

As a starting point, consider credit scores: a simple tool that has existed for years in the US and in many other countries. A myriad of data sources report on your paying what you owe, and these reports are aggregated into a credit score, which you can see. You have some sense of what goes into building a good score, even though the specific details may not be known. More importantly, you can see what has been reported about you by your creditors and there is a process to challenge errors. The system is far from perfect, but most data-driven systems today are much worse in so many respects, including in particular their mechanisms for providing accountability and recourse.

4 CONCLUSION
Data equity issues are pervasive but subtle, requiring holistic consideration of the socio-technical systems that induce them (as opposed to narrowly focusing on the technical components and tasks alone), and of the contexts in which such systems operate. The richness of issues surrounding equity cannot be addressed by framing it as a narrow, situational facet of “final mile” learning systems. We need a socio-technical framing that shifts equity considerations upstream to the data infrastructure, combines technical and societal perspectives, and allows us to reason about the proper role for technology in promoting equity while linking to emergent social and legal contexts. This type of approach is rapidly gaining traction in global technology policy [12]. From a technology perspective, we must appreciate that multiple data sets are processed in a complex workflow, with numerous design and deployment choices enroute [23]. Additionally, our socio-technical framing mandates engagement with stakeholders before, during, and after any technology development, affords operationalization of socio-technical equity, as it emphasizing their lived experience as design expertise. It therefore centers intersectionality, a framework that focuses on how the interlocking systems of social identity (race, class, gender, sexuality, disability) combine into experiences of privilege and oppression [11, 13, 14, 20]. This framing expands data sciences’ existing interpretation of intersectionality from external classification, often a political act [8, 9], to active involvement of those who are classified.

In this extended abstract, we have identified four facets of data equity, each of which must be addressed by data equity systems. For our ongoing work in this direction, please visit our project website at https://midas.umich.edu/FIDES.
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